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East of England, by Eamonn Griffin 

He’s out of prison. Now the punishment begins. 

Released 24th January 2019 

East of England blends a rural take on the noir thriller with a fascination with the British industrialised 

countryside that lies east of the Lincolnshire Wolds, between the Humber and the Wash. Unlit byways rather 

than the neon-bright and rain-slicked city. A world of caravan parks, slot machines, and low-rise battery farms. 

Synopsis 

Dan Matlock is out of jail. He’s got a choice. Stay 

or leave. Go back to where it all went wrong, or 

simply get out of the county. Disappear. Start again 

as someone else. 

But it’s not as simple as that. 

There’s the matter of the man he killed. It wasn’t 

murder, but even so. You tell that to the family. 

Especially when that family is the Mintons, who 

own half that’s profitable and two-thirds of what’s 

crooked between the Wolds and the coast. And 

who could have got to Matlock as easy as you like 

in prison, but who haven’t touched him. Not yet. 

And like Matlock found out in prison, there’s no 

getting away from yourself, so what would the point 

be in not facing up to other people? 

It’s time to go home. 

 

 

 

Topical themes of the novel 

Rural crime, debt and debt collecting, rural deprivation, small-town violence. 

Topics I can write/talk about 

Crime in fiction, especially noir fiction. Lincolnshire, and rural deprivation.    

Review quotes 

“It’s brilliant - utterly atmospheric with a tremendous sense of time and place, gritty, powerful and completely 

compelling.  I genuinely couldn’t put it down. It felt like England’s answer to Jack Reacher.” Manda Scott, 

author of A Treachery of Spies and Into The Fire. 

“Dan Matlock carries the flag for the brawlers and bastards. A tough and uncompromising East Coast noir.” 

Nick Triplow, author of Getting Carter: Ted Lewis and the Birth of Brit Noir. 
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Author Biography  
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Eamonn Griffin was born and raised in Lincolnshire, though these 

days he lives in north-east Wales.  

 

He's worked as a stonemason, a strawberry picker, in plastics 

factories (everything from packing those little bags for loose change 

you get from banks to production planning via transport manager via 

fork-lift driving), in agricultural and industrial laboratories, in a 

computer games shop, and latterly in further and higher education. 

 

He doesn’t do any of that any more. Instead he writes fulltime, either 

as a freelancer, or else on fiction.  

 

He really likes biltong, and has recently returned to learning to play 

piano, something he abandoned when he was about seven and has 

regretted since. 

 

Author Links 

Website: www.eamonngriffinwriting.com 

Main social account: Twitter @eamonngriffin or twitter.com/eamonngriffin 

Contact details: eamonnmartingriffin@gmail.com  

 

East of England review copies 

 

Review copies are available via Netgalley at: https://www.netgalley.com/catalog/book/155755 

East of England is published by Unbound Digital. ISBN: 978-1789650143   
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